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Ahmad Alhendawi currently serves as the secretary general of the World Organization of the Scout Movement. Ahmad was appointed the first-ever United Nations Secretary-General’s Envoy on Youth in 2013 until 2017. In this role, he worked to address the development needs and rights of young people and to bring their voices to the United Nations System. He worked with different UN agencies, governments, civil society, academia, and media stakeholders towards enhancing, empowering, and strengthening the position of young people within and outside of the United Nations System. Ahmad is a youth advocate at the national, regional, and international levels, having co-founded the Youth for Democracy Network at the Jordanian Commission for Democratic Culture and the International Youth Council, based in New York. He was previously a team leader for the World Bank funded programme to the League of Arab States on institutional development to strengthen Arab policy and participation. Prior to this, he served as the youth policy advisor in the League of Arab States in Cairo and as an officer in the Technical Secretariat of the Arab Youth and Sports Ministers Council. Past experience also includes serving as a team leader for the National Youth Policy Project in Iraq, a youth programme associate at the Iraq office of the UN Population Fund (UNFPA) and as an emergency programme officer at the non-governmental organisation Save the Children. As a regional consultant, Ahmad has also supported the Danish Youth Council’s projects in the Middle East and North Africa. He holds a B.A. in computer information systems from the Al-Balga Applied University in Jordan, and an M.A. in advanced European and international relations from Institut Européen in Nice, France.
Ronny Tong Ka-wah

Ronny Tong is now a non-official member of the Executive Council. He aims to contribute to relaunching political reform in Hong Kong and to improve the relationship between the government and the Democrats. He served as the chairman of the Hong Kong Bar Association from 1999 to 2001 and was elected as a member of the Legislative Council in 2004 from the New Territories East Constituency. His three major areas of concern were constitutional development, fair competition, and the alleviation of poverty. He was re-elected to serve a third term in 2012 from the same constituency and was an active member of the Legislative Council. Ronny’s term ended on September 30, 2015, but he continues to serve Hong Kong as convenor of his think tank, Path of Democracy. He was first in his class and was awarded first class honours in England’s Bar Examination and was called to the English Bar and the Hong Kong Bar in 1974 and 1975 respectively. Since then, he has been in active practice as a barrister in Hong Kong specialising in commercial, shipping, company, and other chancery matters. He was appointed as a Queen’s Counsel in 1990 (now Senior Counsel). Ronny received his education in both Hong Kong and England. He holds an LL.B. with first class honours from the University of Hong Kong and a B.C.L. with honours from Oxford University.

Law Chi-kwong

Law Chi-kwong was appointed as the Secretary for Labour and Welfare on July 1, 2017. Between 1981 and 2017, he taught in the Department of Social Work (later renamed Department of Social Work and Social Administration) of the University of Hong Kong. He was the head of the department from 1993 to 1997 and was associate professor before he joined the government. He was a member of the Legislative Council from 1995 to 1997 and from 1998 to 2004. He also held a number of public offices, including chairman of the Community Care Fund Task Force, member of the Commission on Poverty, member of the Commission on Strategic Development, and member of the Statistics Advisory Board.
Patrick Nip Tak-kuen

Patrick Nip was appointed as the Secretary for Constitutional and Mainland Affairs of the fifth-term Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government on July 1, 2017. Patrick joined the administrative service of the Hong Kong government in August 1986. Since then, he has served in various bureaux and departments, including the former City and New Territories Administration, the former Deputy Chief Secretary’s Office, the former Trade and Industry Branch, the former Finance Branch, the former Civil Service Branch, the former Trade Department, the Chief Executive’s Office, the former Health and Welfare Bureau, the Office of the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region in Beijing and the former Health, Welfare, and Food Bureau. He was appointed as the director of Social Welfare in August 2009, the director (Special Duties) of the Chief Secretary for Administration’s Private Office in June 2013, the director of Information Services in February 2014, and the Permanent Secretary for Food and Health (Health) in July 2016. Patrick received a Bachelor Degree in social sciences from the University of Hong Kong and a Master Degree in public administration from the Harvard Kennedy School in the United States. He has also studied at Oxford University and attended national studies courses at the Chinese Academy of Governance.
Grande Lum is director of the Divided Community Project (DCP) and a distinguished practitioner in residence at the Ohio State University Moritz College of Law. DCP’s mission is to strengthen communities so they can transform community division into positive action. DCP’s initiatives include establishing programmes in advance of civil unrest and social media guidance for community leaders. Grande is also a lecturer at law and research fellow at Stanford Law School. Previously, he was nominated by President Barack Obama and confirmed by the Senate in 2012 as the director of the Community Relations Service (CRS), an agency within the Department of Justice. Grande guided CRS during a time when race and law enforcement reemerged as a critical national priority. Before joining CRS, he was a clinical professor at the University of California Hastings School of the Law, where he directed the Centre for Negotiation and Dispute Resolution. Grande previously founded the training firm Accordence, where he remains senior advisor. He was also director of the Historically Underutilised Business Zone Programme in the United States Small Business Administration. During his career, Grande mediated labour-management contract issues and conflicts involving differences such as race and religion. He authored The Negotiation Fieldbook and Tear Down the Wall: Be Your Own Mediator in Conflict. Grande currently serves as the chair of the Community Engagement and Education Subcommittee for the International Association of Chiefs of Police’s Human and Civil Rights Committee. He is a senior advisor to Nextdoor, a social network company, JuriLytics, a legal tech startup, and My90, a civic tech startup. Grande received his B.A. from the University of California at Berkeley, and his J.D. from Harvard Law School.
**Lau Ming-wai**  
Lau Ming-wai is the chairman of Chinese Estates Holdings Limited. He is also the vice chairman of the Bauhinia Foundation Research Centre, an independent policy think tank. He was a visiting lecturer at Harvard Law School in 2014 and was re-appointed for the 2015-2016 academic year. He is also a registered attorney in the State of New York and a CFA charterholder. Ming is active in public affairs both in Hong Kong and Mainland China. In Hong Kong, he is the chairman of Commission on Youth, deputy chairman of the Board of the Ocean Park Corporation, council member of City University of Hong Kong, a non-official member of Commission on Poverty, a non-official member of Commission on Strategic Development, and a member of Financial Infrastructure Sub-Committee of the Exchange Fund Advisory Committee. In China, he is currently a member of the Sichuan Committee of Chinese People’s Political Consultative Conference, an honourary trustee of Peking University and a board member of University of International Business and Economics. Ming holds LLB, LLM, and PhD degrees from King’s College London and the London School of Economics, University of London.

**Quince Chong Wai-yan**  
Quince Chong Wai-yan has over 30 years of experience in corporate communications and customer services after having held various senior management positions in the tourism, hotel, and aviation industries. She joined CLP Power Hong Kong in 2012 as chief corporate development officer and is now a director of CLP Power Hong Kong Limited. She leads the functions of marketing and customer service, public affairs, and community relations for Hong Kong business, and all public affairs and sustainability development matters of the CLP Group. She is currently the chairperson of the Hospital Governing Committee of Kwai Chung Hospital and Princess Margaret Hospital, a member of the Citizens Advisory Committee on Community Relations of the Independent Commission Against Corruption, a non-official member of the Correctional Services Department Complaints Appeal Board and a member of Vocational Training Council. In 2011, Quince was listed as the 100 Most Important In-House Communicators in the World by Holmes Report. She believes in self-fulfilling prophecy where positivity breeds positivity and she hopes by sharing the values of the company and her life experience, she can help fuelling positive energy among the younger generation working together towards a brighter tomorrow.
Simon Shen Xu-hui
Simon Shen Xu-hui is an associate professor of the Faculty of Social Science, Chinese University of Hong Kong, where he serves as the director of Global Studies Programme, director of Master of Global Political Economy Programme and co-director of International Affairs Research Institute. He is a prominent international relations commentator, serving as the lead writer (Glocal) of the Hong Kong Economic Journal and has contributed to media all over the world. In Hong Kong, he has served in various government consultation committees and founded several think tanks that have close interaction with the government, academia, and civil society. His research interests include Sino-US relations, Chinese nationalism and regional security, external relations of Hong Kong, among others. Simon has worked as a visiting fellow at Brookings Institution, National University of Singapore, and Warwick University.

Clare Shine
Clare Shine was appointed vice president and chief programme officer of Salzburg Global Seminar in 2012. She is responsible for multi-year programme strategy, design, partnerships, and implementation in Salzburg and around the world; next-generation leadership development; communications and marketing; and the Salzburg Global Fellowship which straddles nearly 170 countries. Prior to joining Salzburg Global, Clare worked from 1990-2011 as an independent environmental lawyer and policy expert for intergovernmental organisations, national governments, the private sector, and NGOs. Her work and publications focused on biodiversity and sustainable development, climate change, international trade, global and cross-border governance and cooperation, coastal and oceans policy, and conflict transformation. She has played an influential role in global biosecurity and biodiversity policy development, working as legal adviser to the World Bank, European Union, Council of Europe, and African governments, and led environmental capacity-building projects across four continents. Clare is a UK-qualified barrister, an associate of the Institute for European Environmental Policy, a member of the IUCN Commission on Environmental Law, and a bilingual French speaker and professional facilitator. She began her career in industry, working in the media and publishing sector with responsibility for marketing and new ventures. Clare is also a professional journalist who was the Financial Times’ theatre critic in France from 2001-2011. She holds an M.A. in English literature from Oxford University, and post-graduate degrees from London University and the Sorbonne University, Paris, France.
**PARTICIPANTS**

**Ernest Chan**

Ernest Chan is the founder and project Manager (PMP) of AESIR.HK, awarded as Top 12 Social Enterprise in Asia and Global Top 500 Tech Startup, creating augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) solutions for special needs. Ernest used to work as a project management professional for a Forbes top 100 most reputable company in Sweden, Singapore, the U.S., and Taiwan, managing I.T. projects worth over $2.5 million. He graduated from the Hong Kong Polytechnic University with a BSc (Hons) in geomatics studies, and specialised in spatial analysis, cartography, data mining, and environmental management. Ernest is currently the convenor (economics and employment) for Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups (HKFYG) Youth Think Tank, blogger for several local digital media, appointed member for three government advisory bodies including Home Affairs Department, Security Bureau, and Obscene Articles Tribunal. He has extensive project experience in inclusive education with technology, such as a biblical hologram production as a joint project between special school and catholic school and the Hong Kong Government Social Innovation Fund supported AR playbook initiative for students with emotional and behavioural disorders. Partnering with the Hong Kong Education University, the Hong Kong Polytechnic University, and the Association of Doctors for Social Responsibility, his venture is dedicated to reimagine special education with professional instruction to strengthen community-based support for people with special needs. Ernest is a former HK200 Leadership member, DragoNation International Development committee member, PolyPreneur, and former AIESEC National Executive Board Member. His interests are social entrepreneurship, global citizenship, technology advancement, and special education.

**Kristy Chan**

Kristy Chan joined the Hong Kong civil service some years ago and works as a management services officer serving as an internal management consultant for the government. One of her major tasks is to provide recommendations to government agencies to enhance their operational efficiency. As a government officer and a Hong Kong citizen, she is experiencing the growing conflicts, tensions, and mistrust in Hong Kong society.
**PARTICIPANTS**

**Twiggy Chan**

Twiggy Chan is the founder and director of Boaz International Education Institute (Boaz), a special education centre in Hong Kong. She founded Boaz because she successfully overcame dyslexia and hopes no other students will go through the same difficulties that she encountered. For the past four years, Boaz has collaborated with the University of Hong Kong, the Education Bureau, and over 50 well-known schools and organisations, and has successfully served more than 800 students and families. Under the leadership of Twiggy, Boaz’s social impact and the success of its business model are widely recognised and have been awarded the HSBC Youth Business Award 2016 – Gold Award by HSBC and HKFYG, Entrepreneur Day – Outstanding Start-up Award 2016 by HKTDC and HKFYG and Innovative Entrepreneur Award 2017 by Junior Chamber International Hong Kong. She was also awarded the 2017 Hong Kong Professional Elite Ladies Selection Award by the Junior Chamber International Hong Kong.

**Joseph Chick**

Joseph Chick joined the government in 2006. He has served in a number of departments including the Food and Environmental Hygiene Department, the Department of Health, and the Home Affairs Department. He is now a senior training officer of the Civil Service Training and Development Institute, Civil Service Bureau.

**Bonnie Cheung**

Bonnie Cheung graduated from the Chinese University of Hong Kong with a Bachelor Degree in social work in 2011. She currently serves as a youth work officer in the The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups Jockey Club Ping Shek Youth S.P.O.T. Bonnie worked as a team leader and supervised a team to work with youth and children. She collaborated with different parties including secondary schools, universities, and business partner for volunteer work and programmes. Bonnie is the founder of a drama team for teenagers who studies different social issues and uses drama as a medium to express teenagers views. She is very passionate about her work and strives to build a brighter future for Hong Kong.
PARTICIPANTS

Daneil Cheung
Daneil Cheung is the founder of several social organisations in the field of youth development and social innovation. He received his university education in organisational communication and humanities, and has extensive experience in philanthropy, social entrepreneurship, and youth engagement. Apart from his active involvement in civil society, he co-founded social organisations such as Wheel Power Challenge - a charity promoting inclusive society in Hong Kong; TEDxChaterRoad - a TED licensed event in Hong Kong for social change makers; RTHK radio programme hoster etc. His efforts have been widely recognised, leading him to several positions in the youth development field, including Junior Achievement, VolTra, HKFYG’s think tank etc.

Andie Chiu
Andie Chiu currently works at CLP Power Hong Kong Limited as the assistant public affairs manager supporting the company’s publicity and communications initiatives, and handles issues handling related to building a positive corporate image and safeguarding the company’s reputation. She has over 10 years of work experience in corporate communication in different industries and sectors including energy & the environment, construction, and education.

Bonnie Chiu
Bonnie Chiu is the founder and CEO of the award-winning non-profit social enterprise Lensational, which equips marginalised women with cameras and photography training in 20 Asian and African countries. She is also the managing director of The Social Investment Consultancy, an international consulting firm headquartered in London that helps organisations maximise their social impact. She holds a MSc in international relations at the London School of Economics (LSE). She has been awarded a Forbes 30 Under 30 Social Entrepreneur in Europe in 2017 and the Hong Kong Youth Service Award in 2016. As a two-time TEDx speaker, she has been invited to speak in 12 countries on topics of social entrepreneurship, youth leadership, and gender equality - most prominently at the Clinton Global Initiative Annual Meeting presented by President Bill Clinton.
PARTICIPANTS

Charles Chow

Charles Chow joined a local firm as a digital media manager in 2016. He has been in the communications industry for over twelve years. After graduating from Chinese University of Hong Kong with a degree of government and public administration, he worked as a financial news producer at Media Corporation of Singapore in late 2007; following his departure he joined the Hong Kong SAR Government as a communication officer. From these experiences, he gained a great understanding on news agendas, media environment, and social media landscape.

Rainbow Chow

Rainbow Chow is currently appointed as the project director of GoodLab in social innovation led projects. She is also the founder and creative director of a social enterprise named MicroForests, which support single moms and marginalised women since 2014. Rainbow worked as the deputy executive director of Project Flame (social innovation and entrepreneurship) at the City University of Hong Kong from 2015 to 2017. She obtained a Bachelor degree in social work and a Master degree in social services management at the University of Hong Kong. She became a registered social worker and began her engagement in social work by serving as a member at Hong Kong’s largest NGOs for more than seven years. Her entrepreneurship experience began at 17 when she set up a chain of dessert shop. She also started a child development centre, a charitable fund (www.sow.org.hk) and parenting magazines. Rainbow has served as a visiting lecturer for universities in Hong Kong. She is recognized as a trainer of NPI, the largest training institute for non-profit organizations in China, and was appointed as the honourary mentor of a programme jointly hosted by NPI and Ford Motor. Rainbow has a wide variety of professional qualifications, including practitioner of NLP, certified horticultural therapist, nationally accredited family and marriage consultant, and is a member of The Hong Kong Professional Counselling Association. She holds certificates awarded by both Hong Kong and Mainland China authorities, including a Certificate of CEO study awarded by Fudan University of Shanghai. She has also successfully completed the Inaugural American Express Leadership Academy.
PARTICIPANTS

Anson Chung

Anson Chung is a senior training officer at the Civil Service Training and Development Institute, Civil Service Bureau. She is responsible for sourcing and arranging training programmes on leadership for civil servants.

Josy Lai

Josy Lai has a diversified background in journalism, marketing, and music. Awarded with the Fung Scholarship in 2010, Josy pursued her studies at Carnegie Mellon University. She attended the ASES Summits at Stanford University and Macquarie University as the only delegation from Hong Kong. In 2015, she graduated from the Chinese University of Hong Kong with a Master's degree in translation. As a former TV news reporter and presenter, Josy has produced and hosted over 1,000 TV episodes. Since joining the Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups in 2011, Josy has devoted herself in the M21 Media Academy and specialises in media education. She teaches in primary and secondary schools about MC, news reporting, and video production. Josy also volunteers for various NGOs that serve the vulnerable and the underserved, and promote marine conservation.

Ansel Lam

Ansel Lam is a life coach and training expert who specialises in multi-generational collaboration, conflict resolution, and wellness. He received his M.Soc.Sci. from The University of Hong Kong. He is also a certified meta-coach and mediator. Through specially designed experiential workshops, he leads his clients, including in government, NGOs, and the business sector, to new perspectives and creative solutions. Apart from his businesses, Ansel also dedicates himself in serving the community. He has proactively participated in HKFYG’s Youth I.D.E.A.S. With a cross generational workforce, he has also launched several social initiatives in the field of cross-generational communication, active ageing, and good death.
PARTICIPANTS

Paul Lee
Paul Lee is now a year five medical student at the Chinese University of Hong Kong and he is also the founder and convenor of the Association of Doctors for Social Responsibility, a registered charity focusing on improving public health via various means and innovations. He is currently leading three main projects, each of them focusing on different ways to elevate public health: providing free medical consultations and check-ups for the general public through a health exhibition and follow up actions; creating patient portals (i.e. an app in patient’s phone) that allows patients to connecting to their personal medical history and information that are stored in public and private medical clinical IT systems; cooperating with various business enterprises to execute their social responsibility. Paul was awarded the Youth Service Award 2016 by The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups and many other youth service/leadership related awards for his work and devotion.

Sindy Leung
Sindy Leung is currently working as community affairs manager, Greater China at UBS AG. She is responsible for community affairs in Hong Kong, China, and Taiwan, relationship management, and grant-making for UBS’ non-profit community partners. Sindy also supports employee committees and working groups, including employee volunteering and engagement initiatives. She is also currently involved with DragoNation, an alumni association of the DragonFoundation connecting ethnic Chinese from all over the world. Sindy is a member of the Standing Committee of HKUST Convocation, member of the HKFYG youth service advisory committee and Youth Think Tank (Education and Employment), and co-president of Hong Kong Association of Business and Professional Women.
PARTICIPANTS

Alexa Li
Alexa Li is a project lead for the Good Lab Foundation Limited, Hong Kong’s first social innovation hub. The hub provides comprehensive training on social innovation and design thinking and offers workshops on topics such as sharing economy and youth innovation for participants from the government, business, and social sector. Alexa plans the logistics and execution of capacity-building workshops and facilitates co-creation of social innovation projects for secondary and university level students. Before joining Good Lab, Alexa organised large-scale story creation programmes for local primary schools and community centres, helping strengthen the literacy development of more than 2,500 students from low-income families. She received her BSc in economics from University of East Anglia, UK and a MSc in development management from London School of Economics and Political Science, UK.

Carly Liu
Carly Liu is a passionate young person who dedicated herself to contribute to society. In 2016, she was awarded with the Secretary for Home Affair Bureau’s Commendation Scheme for Youth for her hard work. She established a social enterprise, building a platform to gather congenial youth and enable them to think deep, go global, and reach high. By collaborating with NGOs and enterprises, she hopes to have greater impact on others and societies.

Mandy Lo
Mandy Lo is the unit-in-charge of Jockey Club Shaukiwan Youth S.P.O.T. of HKFYG. She is a registered social worker and holds a Master degree in social science (behavioural health) from Hong Kong University and a Honour degree in social work from Hong Kong Polytechnic University. She has wide a range of experience in youth service and worked as a primary and secondary school social worker, providing counselling and support services to young people.
PARTICIPANTS

Claudia Ma
Claudia Ma joined the Civil Service Training and Development Institute, Civil Service Bureau in 2008. She now works in the E-Learning Unit and is responsible for planning and implementing e-learning initiatives in the civil service.

John Mak
John Mak is a social entrepreneur based in HK and Myanmar. He is co-founder of a non-profit organisation seeking to connect civil servants in Hong Kong with those in Myanmar for knowledge exchange. His initiative has gained widespread support, including on the highest level of governments in both places. John also founded an award-winning social enterprise, which aims to democratise community development and empower local citizens in Myanmar. Previously, John has interned at various institutions that are relevant to public affairs and government. Upon graduation, he has worked at a local public policy research think tank and an international public relations company, specialising particularly in policy advocacy and stakeholder outreach. During his studies, he has also undertaken internships at both Houses of the UK Parliament, the HK Government, the Judiciary, District Council and the media. John holds a Bachelor’s degree in politics, philosophy, and economics from Durham University.
PARTICIPANTS

Bird Tang

Bird Tang has a unique philosophy in nurturing youth leaders: it is not a few people doing great things; but many people doing small and meaningful deeds. Prior to working full time as the executive director of VolTra, a charitable organisation he founded to promote global citizenship, Bird was a secondary school teacher for six years. He is also the vice president of the Network for Voluntary Development in Asia and one of the advisory board member of Coordinating Committee for International Voluntary Service, which is responsible for promoting international volunteerism with its 166 member organisations in 84 countries. Bird has also been involved in international projects organised by the European Commission and UNESCO and encourages young people to become global citizens and cultivate a global perspective, by developing empathy, learning about other cultures through volunteering in foreign countries. He also uses his networks and resources to help young people initiate social projects in their own communities. Bird received the ‘Youth Service Award’ by HKFYG in 2015, and the ‘Youth Dreammaker Award’ by Youth Dreammaker Association in 2016.

Desmond Tse

Desmond Tse is a founding chairperson and CEO of an education group which consists of an education centre and provides overseas studies consultancy and other relevant services. He leads his group to organise a wide range of education programmes and youth development activities. Desmond was previously an officer of Correctional Services Department (CSD) in Hong Kong Special Administrative Region Government. He served seven years as a civil servant, during which he was dedicated himself to volunteering. He founded and designed the Hong Kong Young Historian Leadership Development Programme for which he received the Hong Kong Youth Service Award 2014. Currently, Desmond is focusing on his MBA programme at the Chinese University of Hong Kong (CUHK).
PARTICIPANTS

Scarlett Tsui
Scarlett Tsui is the assistant public affairs manager of CLP Power Hong Kong Limited. She works in the corporate communications team of the Public Affairs Department. The team is responsible for mapping out corporate publicity strategies to enhance public awareness of CLP Power’s business and contributions to Hong Kong. She has been working in media, public relations, and corporate communications for more than 10 years.

Kenneth Yeung
Kenneth Yeung has a Bachelor’s degree in social work and is the unit-in-charge of Youth Crime Prevention Centre, Outreaching Social Work Team. He works with youth-at-risk with delinquency and substance abuse issues.

Andrew Yun
Andrew Yun graduated from City University of Hong Kong with a major in information engineering. He worked in programming development for nine years. He started his YouTube Channel in 2013, which has more than 100,000 subscribers and focuses on mobile gaming tactic. While working with a mobile gaming company, he found that young people were getting lost. This experience inspired him to complete the course of GCDF (Global Career Development Facilitator) to equip himself in helping the youth. Andrew used the Social Innovation and Entrepreneurship Development Fund to establish a social innovation project called “Fantastic Dream”, which tries to connect online with offline realities by distributing videos on career introduction on social media. Thousands of young people engaged in this project. In the future, he would like to collaborate with more NGOs to serve more young people and connect with more YouTubers to educate the youth in positive ways.
Amy Fung, Deputy Executive Director, HKFYG

Amy Fung is a registered professional social worker. She has been involved in the development of a wide variety of services in The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups (HKFYG), including youth leadership development, youth employment, youth entrepreneurship, counselling, and guidance services. The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups is now the city’s largest youth service organisation with over 70 service units, 200,000 registered volunteers and 460,000 registered members. She has wide exposure and rich experience in giving direction to youth work. Amy has been appointed by the HKSAR Government as a member of the Committee on the Promotion of Civic Education, the Consumer Council, the Environment and Conservation Fund Committee, the Child Development Fund, and the Broadcast Complaints Committee. She is currently sitting on the Board of the Hong Kong Education City Ltd. She has been awarded the Medal of Honour by the HKSAR Government in 2015.

Maximilian Wong, Supervisor (Leadership), HKFYG

Maximilian Wong has been actively involved in youth leadership training and development. He was appointed by the Chief Executive and HKSAR Government to serve as a member of the Commission on Youth, Task Force on Youth Continuous Development, and various government committees. He has been invited to give lectures and workshops to government departments, universities, NGOs, and youth organisations in Hong Kong, Mainland China, and overseas. As the in-charge of the Federation’s Leadership Service, Max is responsible for operating Leadership 21, which provides more than 100,000 hours in terms of training programmes and courses to over 10,000 young people annually. He is also actively preparing for the establishment of a “Leadership Institute” in the revitalised premises at the Former Fanling Magistracy. The vision of the “Leadership Institute” is to lay a cornerstone for quality development of talented young people in Hong Kong. In 2016, Max was awarded scholarships by Stanford University, as well as The TUYF Charitable Trust, in recognition of his outstanding performance and devotion to youth and community services.
Iki Chan, Development Officer, HKFYG

Iki Chan is a development officer at The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups. She has an extensive background in organising events and coordinating programmes related to youth leadership, national education, and heritage conservation. She was actively involved in both local and overseas student leader’s organisations, as well as social service organisations, including as president of the Rotaract Club of Tai Po, delegate of China of the Model United Nations Conference in Sweden, representative of Hong Kong of the International Rotary Peace Conference in Hawaii. In 2016, she was appointed by the One Young World forum to be the coordinating ambassador of Asia (China, Korea and Japan). The forum has a global community of 9,000 young leaders who have positively impacted 14.6 million people worldwide. She graduated from The University of Hong Kong with the first class honours Bachelor degree in social sciences, a double major in politics and public administration, media, and cultural studies.

Eva Wong, Development Officer, HKFYG

Eva Wong is a development officer at The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups. She has been involved in several overseas leadership programmes, fostering exchange between over 2,000 global and local young leaders a year. Her passion in youth leadership development stems from her AIESEC experience and grew further with her vice president role and exposure to ten global and local conferences in two years. Despite her business study in Hong Kong University of Science and Technology, prior internships in banking and fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) firms, she is fully committed and passionate about empowering the youth to drive social change.
SESSION STAFF

**Andrew Ho, US Development Director, Salzburg Global Seminar**

Andrew Ho is the US development director, based in the Washington, DC office of Salzburg Global Seminar, and is responsible for resource mobilisation and partnership development in the US. He comes to Salzburg Global with an extensive background in relationship building, fundraising, programme design, and strategic planning for nonprofits and foundations globally. From 2008 to 2014, Andrew was at the Council on Foundations, serving most recently as the global philanthropy programme director, where he expanded global outreach efforts through identifying, developing, and stewarding collaborative relationships with foundations and stakeholders globally. Prior to the Council, he held other positions at The White House, TCC Group, Asian Americans/Pacific Islanders in Philanthropy (AAPIP) and The Urban Institute’s Centre on Nonprofits and Philanthropy. Andy holds a B.S. in finance from the University of Maryland, College Park, and an M.B.A. and M.P.P. from Georgetown University in Washington, DC, where he was a Waldemar A. Nielsen Philanthropy Fellow.

**Michelle Dai Zotti, Development Associate, Salzburg Global Seminar**

Michelle Dai Zotti is a development associate at Salzburg Global Seminar, based in the Washington DC office, where she supports the Development Team with fundraising and project development. Prior to joining Salzburg Global Seminar in April 2016, she lived for six years in Beijing, China where she completed internships with the Carnegie-Tsinghua Centre for Global Policy and the Delegation of the European Union to China and Mongolia. She also worked as a partnership officer for the international NGO Humana People to People China (HPP China). She holds a Bachelor’s degree in sinology from the University of Vienna, Austria and a Master’s degree in international relations from Tsinghua University, Beijing, China. In October 2015, she published her master’s dissertation on ethnic minority issues. She is fluent in German, Italian, English and Mandarin Chinese.
ABOUT LEADERSHIP 21, THE HONG KONG FEDERATION OF YOUTH GROUPS

Since 2000, The Hong Kong Federation of Youth Groups, through Leadership 21, has provided comprehensive, systematic, and professional leadership training for youth leaders from 15 to 34 years of age. Nearly 150,000 secondary and university student leaders have embarked on a journey of leadership training during the past 17 years. Building on its solid foundation of leadership training, The HKFYG Leadership Institute is now preparing to be set up on the premises of the revitalised Former Fanling Magistracy. It will consist of four Schools that emphasize on instilling Leadership Skills, developing Communication abilities, ensuring Global Understanding and encouraging Public Engagement.

ABOUT SALZBURG GLOBAL SEMINAR

Salzburg Global Seminar is an independent non-profit organization founded in 1947 to challenge current and future leaders to shape a better world. Our multi-year programs aim to bridge divides, transform systems and expand collaborations.

Salzburg Global convenes outstanding talent across generations, cultures and sectors to inspire new thinking and action, and to connect local innovators with global resources. We foster lasting networks and partnerships for creative, just and sustainable change.

Over 36,000 Fellows from more than 170 countries have come together through our work, with many rising to senior leadership positions. Our historic home at Schloss Leopoldskron in Salzburg, Austria – now also an award-winning hotel – allows us to welcome all participants in conditions of trust and openness.